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Motivations & Objectives
▸ Robots need to be able to learn
how to deal with new situations autonomously [1] without requiring the intervention of an engineer.
▸ Robots need to understand the point of
views and the different abilities of other
people for better interaction. Perspective taking abilities reduce ambiguities
in interactions [2].
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Figure 1: Overview of the proposed
architecture. The robot learns multimodal sensorimotor representations, and employs this knowledge to anchor self-knowledge to
that of other agents on the linguistic and sensorimotor levels. This
can then be used by the perspective taking component to reason
about the other agents’ perspective.
The common interface is provided
by an autobiographical memory
(ABM).

Material and Methods
Introduction
▸ We present a robotics architecture for
choring representations that are
tonomously learned by the robot
the perspective of other agents
Fig. 1) based on five components:
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Multimodal Sensorimotor Representations [3]: self-learn sensorimotor representations from visual, proprioceptive and tactile stimuli. The acquired knowledge is employed by components 2 and 3 .
2 Symbolic Representations [4]:
anchor on linguistic level (e.g. joint
number to body part name).
3 Kinematic Structure Correspondences [5]: anchor on sensorimotor level (e.g. body part correspondences between two agents).
4 Perspective Taking [6]: use spatial reasoning algorithms learned from
robot’s perspective to also reason from
human’s perspective.
5 Long-term Autobiographical
Memory [7]: common interface to exchange streaming data from robot, internal representations, augmented versions.
▸ Follow developmental principle shown by
Baraglia et al. [8]: action production
alters action perception.
▸ Towards an implementation of the “others like me” paradigm [9], based on selfexploration and self-others mapping.

Figure 2: Multimodal Sensorimotor Repr.
(Left) iCub faces a surface and performs movements in
order to touch it. (Centre top) The palm tactile sensor is activated during touch events. (Centre bottom)
View from the robot’s left eye camera. (Right) iCub
learns to imitate a circular trajectory demonstrated
by a human.
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Figure 3: Symbolic Repr. Hierarchical components
to 1) learn body part names from human labelling after a robot motor babbling, 2) discover proto-actions
(i.e. a single joint’s position command) with on-thefly descriptions by the human, and 3) learning by instructions with the human as teacher to scaffold the
acquired skills into primitives or complex actions.

Figure 4: Kinematic Structure Corresp. Various kinematic structure correspondence matching results. The iCub humanoid robot (bottom right) can
find correspondences to human partners, either sensed
through the iCub eyes (bottom left) or a RGB-D camera (top right). Also, correspondences to other humanoid robots like the NAO robot (top left) can be
found.

Figure 5: Perspective Taking. Typical set-up in
a perspective taking scenario. The world perceived
by the human and that of the robot differ in various aspects. For example, in this figure, one object is
occluded to the human but visible by the robot. Furthermore, the blue cup is to the left of the robot, but
to the right of the human.

Conclusion
With this framework, the robot is able to predict the consequences of movements
performed by other agents, based on the learned consequences of its own movements,
and assist humans effectively in cooperative tasks. The key property of this system is
that it does not use any prior knowledge (e.g. about the body schema of the human).
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